
The 
Biochar 

Effect:    
A feature documentary film by Tree Media about the  
Great Global Biotransition featuring Biochar’s thought 
leaders, fields of action and net zero solutions against the 
global backdrop of climate disruption and eco destruction.

a tree media film



Amazon on Fire

1.4 trillion tons of CO2  
have been burnt into the atmosphere 

causing climate and eco chaos. 

We need to draw it down!



More than 75 % of earth's land 
areas are ‘broken’. Once-productive 

lands have become deserts, are 
polluted, or deforested. 

We need to fix that!

Deforestation



Toxic green algae in Copco Reservoir, northern California

Rivers, reservoirs, lakes, and seas  
are drowning in chemicals, waste, plastic, 

and other pollutants. 

We need to clean them up!



In 2021, the world was estimated to 
generate 2.25 billion tons of solid waste. 

400 million tons of it was hazardous. 

We need to solve this issue!

Landfill outside of Johannesburg, South Africa



Illegal sand mining in India

We are using up natural resources  
1.75 times faster than ecosystems  

can regenerate. 

We need to slow it way down!



Can we draw down enough CO2,  
remediate our lands, rejuvenate our soil, 
clean our water, produce enough energy 

and slow our  hunger for resources? 
Of course we can!



Dr. Peter Wadhams,  
Emeritus Professor University of Cambridge 

in Ice on Fire                                                                                  

Melted sea ice in Svalbard, Norway

“So, if we can save civilization,  
then why don’t we do it?” 



Biochar structure super enlarged

The Great Biotransition 

We have enough people, know-how 
and tech, to move from our 

GeoEconomy to a BioEconomy  
and from GeoEnergy to BioEnergy. 

But do we have the will?



Biochar structure super enlarged

The Biochar Effect 
a film telling the story of the world’s 

biotransition exploring ideas and 
solutions and what each one of us can do 
to actually help solve the global issues of 

climate change and eco destruction.



The Biochar Effect will be directed by Mathew Schmid and 
produced by Leila Conners. It will be Tree Media’s 7th feature 
documentary and after the 11th Hour, Ice on Fire and Legion 44 (in 
production) the 4th on climate. 



TREE MEDIA AND EMOOVIE PRESENT    
A FILM BY LEILA CONNERS  A TREE MEDIA PRODUCTION   “THE ARROW OF TIME”

MUSIC BY GREAT COMPOSER  EDITOR LEILA CONNERS  
FEATURING MIKHAIL GORBACHEV  SETSUKO THERLOW, GEORGE SHULTZ  HORST TELTSCHIK  HUBERT VERDRIN JOSEPH NYE  GRAHAM ALLISON

CINEMATOGRAPHERS TOMI SKARICA  SAM MIRON EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS OLIVIER COLLOMBIN  MELANIE BEKOVITZ
WRITTEN BY  MATHEW SCHMID & LEILA CONNERS   PRODUCED BY MATHEW SCHMID  MARK OBERON   DIRECTED BY LEILA CONNERS

WWW.ARROWOFTIME.FILMWWW.ARROWOFTIME.FILM

GORBACHEV’S GIFT
AN OPPORTUNITY WASTED

THE
ARROW
OF TIME

A  LEILA CONNERS  FILM  

H E E D  H I S  W A R N I N G

OUR FILMS AND THE IMPACT THEY 
HAVE ON THE GROUND 

URBAN ROOTS is responsible 
for thousands of communities 
implementing robust 
community gardens to feed 
underserved communities in 
food deserts.  Have received 
hundreds of notes of thanks 
from across the world telling us 
of food gardens being created 
due to our film.  Created 
initiative to put farms in schools. 
We put a farm in an elementary 
school in Watts. After 8 years, 
continues to be requested for 
festivals and community 
screenings.  Shows evergreen 
nature of our content. Created 
hashtag: #whosyourfarmer

THE 11TH HOUR Global impact, global environmental 
movement through parliaments and congresses, heads of 
state like Oscar Arias presenting film to country, 1st ever 
environmental NGOs created in Namibia in response, 
several family offices reorienting their focus to climate 
and environment. Over 200,000 people declaring 
individual action on climate through our online site and 
this was prior to global adoption of social media. 
Included in thousands of curriculum around the world.  
Still shown on TV channels, 11 years later, around the 
world. Shows evergreen nature of our content. 

 
GREEN WORLD RISING 
Helped create awareness 
around methane resulting 
in US law on methane 
emissions. Including in 
thousands of curriculum 
around the world. We 
created a hashtag: 
#keepitintheground 

NASA SPACE MODULES  
Won several education 
awards, Voyager, I and II, 
Ulysses, Space Rocks

ICE ON FIRE  Released in 
Cannes 2019 and is 
currently in international 
distribution. Has been 
requested globally for 
climate week in September 
2019. It is screened globally 
and utilized by the Carbon 
Removal Community as a 
must see film. It has 
subsequently helped CDR 
companies raise major 
funding.

WE THE PEOPLE  Activated legislation 
across the country to project communities 
and nature.  Flipped Washington State to 
have rights of nature and community 
rights on the ballot, which requires 
thousands of dedicated voters. Expanded 
community rights network in 12 other 
states including Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Florida, Colorado, Oregon, New York, 
Vermont.  Responsible for the famous Lake 
Eerie declaration of rights winning on 
ballot in Ohio. 

DECLARE YOURSELF with Norman Lear 
biggest voter registration drive of young 
people / university students in history with 
almost 10 million new voters. (early internet, 
prior to Facebook and other social media)

THE ARROW OF TIME - 
Played in front of Nobel 
Peace Prize in 2018. 
Funder says the film 
“secured their legacy.” 



Redwoods, California

While Biochar itself must be the star  
of the film many tireless and ingenious 
heroines and heroes who, in their field, 

forged a pathway forward will show their 
work and tell their stories.



Biochar Heroines and Heroes featured in film*
more coming soon

Etchi Daniel Joines  
Key Farmers Cameroon 

Tom Miles 
International Biochar 
Initiative, USA

Albert Bates 
Author, Lawyer USA

Marcel Huber  
Syncraft, Austria

Helmut Gerber 
Pyreg, Germany

Kathleen Draper 
International Biochar 
Initiative, USA

Dr. Kua Harn Wei 
Biochar Innovations, 
Singapore

Veronica Agodoa Kitti 
Africa Biochar Partnership

*this list may change depending on 
many factors like their availability 

during production, and so on.

Harald Bier 
European Biochar 
Industry Consortium

Hans-Peter Schmidt 
Ithaka Institute



Biochar ameliorated compost soil

Agriculture’s Savior  
Soil from compost, rich in organic matter mixed together with Biochar and basalt rock 

dust (enhanced weathering) can change the face of agricultural activity from one of the 
dirtiest and most destructive industries back to the agriculture we all want, regenerative, 

healthy, diverse and carbon neutral or even carbon negative. Biochar helps build 
organic matter in soil because it can store nutrients and absorb water and permanently 

store large amounts of CO2 in soil. Added benefits of Biochar is that it attracts and binds 
harmful contaminants, toxins and metals to its surface and can therefor be 

simultaneously used to remediate and clean up polluted land and filter stormwater and 
other contaminated bodies of water. Biochar is a valuable ingredient in animal feed. It is 

used as a feed additive or as a supplement and increases animal welfare. Biochar can 
also be used as additive in silage, litter and for the treatment of manure.

Topics, Threads and Fields of Inquiry 



Almond shells

Waste to Value 
Biochar is a valorized carbon containing waste. What was a problem has now been completely 
transformed into a valuable product while removing CO2 in the process. Take the million+ tons 
of almond or pistachio shells that end up in co-gen plants, landfills or in fields or gardens taking 

years to decompose emitting tons of CO2 in the process...a real problem for the industry. 
Pyrolyzing shells solves the local waste problem and creates a valuable material that combined 
with soil reapplied on the land can retain nutrients and store 30% more water - helpful in drier 

nut going climates - while also removing CO2 turning the farm operation carbon neutral. 

Topics, Threads and Fields of Inquiry 



Biochar & Industrial Materials 
Biochar, the lightweight solid material made of carbon and ashes is perfect for 

fillers and binders in the production of industrial or building materials like 
concrete, cement and asphalt, sheetrock, gypsum board and so on.   In asphalt 
production Biochar’s fibrous porous structure forms a skeleton and hardening 

zone in the binder greatly increasing the binders proportion of viscous 
components and improving high-temperature properties by approximately 35%.     

Biochar adds to the materials quality and durability while removing waste 
streams and storing carbon, making the highly polluting and CO2 emitting 

industrial processes possibly carbon neutral and more eco friendly.

Topics, Threads and Fields of Inquiry 



Biochar closes the 
circularity loop by 

carbonization which  
drives sustainability and 

enables circularity.  
Closing the circularity loop in the economic 

process has always been viewed like inventing 
the Perpetuum Mobile, not possible. Biochar 

enables circularity.  
Carbonization has not yet been understood and 
accepted to have solved this impossibility.; not 

surprising. Removing destructive and burdening 
waste streams and turning them into economic 
value streams through carbonization, a carbon 
neutral process, while removing CO2 from the 

atmosphere is indeed truly a magical alchemical 
process that enables circularity.

Topics, Threads and Fields of Inquiry 



Cities and carbonization 
Municipal resilience and circularity 

through carbonization of waste streams. 
Water and land management with Biochar 

with the added benefit of renewable 
energy production and removing carbon 

and turning cities carbon neutral.

Topics, Threads and Fields of Inquiry 

Waste to Value by Pyreg



Water Treatment & Filtration 
Biochar can filter stormwater, waste water, treat runoff and 
so on by removing toxins, contaminants & heavy metals.



+ Other products that are being developed using Biochar. 
+ Why Biochar has no known no negative side effects? 
+ Why is Biochar carbon negative tech? 
+ Biochar history goes back to ancient times. Why now? 
+ The halo of Biochar. 

+ Why Biochar could become the largest CDR 
technology and process in the world? 

+ What Biochar is and the pyrolysis of 
biomass and how carbon is withdrawn. 

+ Why Biochar is very different from other 
industrial processes using heat and fire.

Other threads and fields of inquiry:



Biochar

PROLOGUE
Imagine you are sitting on top of something almost too 
good to be true and you want to champion it from the 
rooftops but in the white noise of the 24 hour news cycle, 
in todays cancel culture that chooses to hate what you 
love, it’s difficult.  And what if this thing can help, literally, 
save the world?  

Over the last few years Biochar has become my 
champion. A real antihero though with the look and feel 
of old industrial fossil fuel processes: enormous heat 
needed to make it, black to the touch, burnt, dead. How 
can this coal like material be worth anything let alone be 
the keystone, the fountainhead of a new era of reversing 
both climate change and ecocide? Exactly the reason why 
Biochar is shunned amongst classic climate activists as a 
wolf in sheep clothes. It appears too close to the fossil 
fuel industry. However at closer look there is a twist in the 
process which makes Biochar the HeroTech of our time. It 
is the process of high heat pyrolysis that any biomass can 
undergo with the twist being: “under the absence of 
oxygen”. This magical process turns everything on its 

head. Limited oxygen is used in the process, most of the 
CO2 is not emitted into the air to the contrary the 
valuable carbon is permanently bound to the surface of 
the char while toxins are burnt off. And so a material with 
astonishing life supporting even healing properties is 
produced from burdensome waste. Biochar has a bright 
future as a product and limitless use cases in many 
sectors are being already applied or developed. From 
waste to value and permanently removing large amounts 
of CO2 is exactly what the world needs and the reason we 
are making this film. 
The world needs to know and understand biochar and 
the miraculous impacts it can have on serious carbon 
removal, mitigation of waste streams, soil support, water 
filtration and industrial transition and the list goes on.  
And at a time when we are facing multifactorial threats in 
the space of climate, food production, pollution, soil 
erosion, water flows from drought to floods, Biochar is a 
big part of the solution for ALL of these things and so the 
story of The Biochar Effect must be told. 



ACT 1 
What goes up, must come down.  

For billions of years, the earth has cycled carbon.  
Nature cycles carbon in various timeframes, sometimes in 

timescales of 100 million years.  
The natural cycle is too slow to draw down the massive 

amount we have burnt up. Can we help the planet? 
Amongst emerging scalable tech we rediscover Biochar.



ACT 2 
What is made must be unmade! 

Nature makes many beautiful things and then slowly decomposes 
them turning waste into value for new life. But nature takes its time.  
Can we help nature clean up our mess and heal the century-long 
destruction of the planet without making it worse? And can we 
learn from nature and produce things carbon neutral or even 

negative that don’t pollute?

Waste to Value by Pyreg



ACT 3 
Cooling the Earth with Fire. 

Hot fired Biochar holds a special place amongst CDR 
technologies because of its ambidextrous nature of cleaning 

our waste and healing our destruction while also permanently 
removing loads of CO2 without any negative side effects.  

But is it scalable? Are there enough Biochar champions? Can it 
take a stab at climate change and seduce big industry to 

become the tech of choice for a carbon negative economy?



OUR FILMS ARE GOING PLACES
When it comes to awards and distribution we have done very well. Tree Media Films  

have premiered twice in Cannes, Zürich, Seattle, Reykjavík, SXSW and many other 
international film festivals. However the most rewarding award comes from our 

audience who have voiced their appreciation and used our films to get the word out 
and job done. We make sure that our films receive wide distribution, penetrate the 

media market and reach our target or core audience to create awareness so they can 
take it and and inspires change and impact on the ground.



We will incorporate animation 
throughout the film that will show how 

the innovation, inventions and ideas 
can transform the world.   

Sun Creature is our animation partner. 
Sun Creature is a young, European 

animation house recently nominated 
for 3 Academy Awards in 2022 for Flee 
and has been accepted to the world’s 
most renowned festivals for their work 

including Sundance, Cannes Film 
Festival, and have received 

nominations in the Annie, BAFTA, 
Emile and Academy Awards. We are 

thrilled to include them on our team to 
bring this aspect of our film to life.

Animation



To make a world class film for a large audience and rock the CDR world simultaneously takes 
experience, talent and money. We bring experience and talent and development funding and are 

actively raising $950,000 from individuals, organizations and businesses. Funds can be either 
investments into the film, tax deductible donations and/or sponsorships. Sponsoring the film 

presents a unique opportunity to expose brands to a global audience of millions of viewers. Based 
on Tree Media’s previous films we have a global viewership of 50–75 million and a US viewership of 
19–28 million with media citations around  2,500–5,000. Raises above $150,000 will receive a single 

card Executive Producer credit. Funders receive various benefits including red carpet events. 
Minimum investment is $50,000. For details and information on funding and distribution of the film 

please contact:   Mathew Schmid,  mathew@treemedia.com, +1-310-614-8387 USA

LOOKING FOR FUNDERS

mailto:mathew@treemedia.com


N2K - NEED TO KNOW
THE SIGNAL IN THE NOISE

BY TREE MEDIA 
TRULY AUTHENTIC

A GLOBAL STREAMING PLATFORM FOR FILM AND ACTION 
NOW AT  WWW.N2K.WORLD

Funders of the film are also funding a year of biochar related media projects to keep the momentum 
going. We will regularly release full interviews of people featured in the film, shorts on projects, 

highlights and bimonthly webinars with various people in the Biochar business on wwwN2K.world. 

MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK



If you are interested in being a part of the 
film by suggesting projects or providing 

funding please contact

Mathew Schmid 
Director 
Tree Media 
mathew@treemedia.com 
c +310 614 8387 
www.treemedia.com 
www.n2k.world

Thank you for your consideration.


